Room rental
rates
Event Centre

Deck

The Event Centre is a breathtaking, more than 3000 square
foot addition, bursting with charm.
The rustic beams and wagon
wheel chandeliers add a grandeur
to the space while still providing a
warm and intimate atmosphere.

In addition to the Event Centre,
Rawhides is home to one of the
largest decks in Saskatchewan. At
over 6000 square feet, this one-ofa-kind, multi-level design includes
an outdoor stage and a unique five
fire pit area with plenty of room
for seating and dancing.

Head upstairs to the custom built
Diamond Gallery to lounge in
one of the deluxe seating areas
or enjoy the view of the deck
from one of our six beautiful
dormers. Still want to experience
the entertainment below? The
Diamond Gallery offers a brilliant
view of the stage. It’s unlike
anywhere you have been before.

Capacity
200 people
Deck Rental
This includes space set up, servers
and bartenders and the rental of
the deck as a private space for
your event.
Day $1000

Capacity
Main Floor 120 people
Loft 40 people

Each event is different and we
want to work with you personally
to provide the best experience
for you, and your guests.
We offer many options to
customize your event to your
needs and vision. Buffet packages
for lunch and supper, appetizer
platters and buffets, beverage
stations and more. Please contact
us for more information.
Rawhides is the exclusive food
and beverage supplier. Outside
food and beverages will not be
permitted. Exceptions include
wedding/celebratory cakes.
SOCAN fees will apply to any event
with musical accompaniment. Fees
will depend on various elements of
your event.

Room Rental
This rate is for renting the space as
a conference room, for meetings
and the like.
This rate includes table set up,
linens, water on the tables and a
coffee and tea station.
Day $125
Night $200
Event Rental
This rate is for renting the space
for a wedding, corporate event,
birthday, anniversary, etc.
This includes room set up, linens,
all AV equipment, servers and
bartenders as well as the rental of
the event centre as a private space
for your event.
$400
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